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Keep a veteran mechanic at hand with this updated version of the best-selling manual for
Harley-Davidson owners who want to hop up their machines. Created with the weekend mechanic
in mind, this comprehensive, illustrated guide clearly and concisely outlines 101 projects that will
improve the power, handling, and ride of Evolution-engined Harley-Davidson motorcycles. Drawing
on years of hopping up and living with Evo-engined Big Twins and Sportsters, author and
Harley-Davidson technician Kip Woodring provides step-by-step instructions for projects ranging
from the basics of simple maintenance to the finer points of altering gearing, upgrading ignition, and
making the changes that make a bike unique.
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While very informative it is not the book for a beginner. The projects are not detailed enough. Just
about every project is only 2 pages. The color pictures are a plus but this book would at best be a
good supplement to your library ,not a staple.

While a seasoned HD person will find this basic its handy for those who are new to doing stuff to
there hd .. I liked how it broke it down to time and $$ and how handy you need to be i bought this for
a friend and got to read it first ..

Complete "How To" guide. Great for the weekend mechanic and yet tech enough for pros. Real

guidelines for performance upgrades not full of "miracle" carbs, etc.

I have read this book cover-to-cover, and I implemented many of the performance mods on my old
'95 FLHTP (long since sold...)Highly recommended for any Evo owner!

Good book for the home mechanic. Gives some good advice and back round on why some things
do and do not work. Some good pics and tips on installing parts.

Great book!Very easy to use!Covers basic and advance concecpts!Reccomend it to any one doing
basic maintenance or considering upgrades!
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